Climate change vulnerability assessments for effective
adaptation of Pacific Island wildlife and plant conservation
OVERVIEW
While vulnerability assessments are an increasingly popular tool for climate change
adaptaon, limitaons of past approaches may reduce the ulity of such assessments to
wildlife and plant conservaon eﬀorts in Paciﬁc Island sengs. For instance, although the
descripons of climate change vulnerability commonly menon the interacons among climac and non-climac threats, in pracce vulnerability assessments seldom evaluate these
interacons crical to Paciﬁc Island wildlife and plant conservaon and management.
In collaboraon with colleagues from USGS, US FWS, TNC, UH Hilo, and NRCS, the Paciﬁc Island Climate Change Cooperave’s (PICCC) vulnerability assessment for Hawaiian forest bird and plant species follows from a crical evaluaon of past assessment methodologies and a needs assessment to ensure the ulity of the eﬀort to relevant management and
conservaon eﬀorts.
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Phases 1 and 2 make use of analyses and data sets that are currently available for a
large number of Hawaiian plant and forest bird species and will focus on the general pa3erns
of vulnerability across species groups and regions. Phase 3 is where individual species results
from the past two phases are ve3ed by experts and combined with expert ﬁeld knowledge
to create esmates of vulnerability that are robust to informaon gaps and diverse data
sources.

What should a tool to assess climate change vulnerability of Hawaiian forest bird and plant species
include?
•Issues relevant to Paciﬁc island biota;
•Consider ‘non-climac’ threats and their interacon with climate change
•Account for island ecological pa3erns and processes: small populaons and ranges, restricted
latudinal and elevaonal movement, wider historical distribuons
•Be robust to common lack of data for island species
•Relavely simple methods that yield consistent results across data sources and experts
•Compability with user’s planning and acvies such as ESA lisng and recovery plan design
•Uncertainty measures for the underlying data and results

Expected outcomes from vulnerability assessment
The assessment should help 1 deﬁne the relave vulnerability of the species to climate change,
thus helping priorize management targets. Also, results 2 will highlight the primary factors driving
the vulnerability of species and the uncertaines and data gaps.
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Lastly, we expect our inial assessment to lead to more detailed vulnerability assessments and research more ghtly integrated with post-assessment steps 3 necessary for eﬀecve climate change
adaptaon.

About the Pacific Islands Climate Change Cooperative
The Paciﬁc Islands Climate Change Cooperave (PICCC) is a self-directed, non-regulatory conservaon
alliance whose purpose is to assist those who manage nave species, island ecosystems and key cultural resources in adapng their management to climate change for the connuing beneﬁt of the people
of the Paciﬁc Islands. The PICCC’s mission is to improve the ability of nave island species and ecosystems to accommodate future climate change and related perturbaons, and support the long-term protecon of key cultural resources by providing useful projecons of climate and natural resource change
in the Paciﬁc Islands, innovave management opons, and a membership that supports coordinated
acon among instuonal and community stakeholders.

